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Kiwi Kids

Kiwi Kids is a group, drama and outdoor activity 
based program that covers such issues as the 
choice and consequences that surround anger, 
understanding emotion, communication skills,  
self-esteem, identity and transition.

This program is for boys aged between 9 and 
12 years who may have experienced difficulties 
concerning anger, isolation or self-esteem and may 
require assistance as they move towards being 
teenagers.

Kiwi Kids involves an introductory evening for 
caregivers (not attended by the boys) followed by  
7-weekly two-hour sessions and an activity day, 
which may involve an outdoor activity such as 
tramping or kayaking.

Skilled facilitators will appropriately introduce an 
inquiry around family issues, male identity, respect, 
responsibility and self-reliance. The Kiwi

Kids Program is primarily designed to work in a 
school environment.
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ChangeWorks

ChangeWorks’ Living without Violence 
programmes are acknowledged and 
endorsed by the NZ Youth Court, the 
Ministry for Children – Oranga Tamariki,  
NZ Police and the NZ Department  
of Education.

YOUTH TO MANHOOD  
7 WEEK PROGRAMME

A 7 weekly session programme for teenage boys. 

“A teenager faces the most significant transition 
of his life” no longer a boy and irresistibly drawn 
towards the world of men, the experience of growing 
up can be lonely, confusing and frightening. To 
become a good man, youth need to be around good 
men; to share their experiences, to be mentored, 
acknowledged and affirmed.

The young men who participate will develop an 
appreciation of respectful relationships. As a group, 
we create an inquiry around responsibility, respect, 
esteem, identity; a sense of culture, community, self 
reliance and emotional maturity.

During the weekly sessions of the Youth to Manhood 
Program we will create a group inquiry that focuses 
on three essential questions:

• Who am I?

• Where am I going?

• Who is coming with me?
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LIVING WITHOUT VIOLENCE 
16 WEEK PROGRAMME FOR  
YOUNG MEN & YOUNG WOMEN

Our Living Without Violence programme is 16-weeks 
and run by skilled and experienced facilitators, 
designed to meet the needs of young people 
(separate groups for young men and young women) 
aged from 14 to 17 years.

This is both an educational and cultural experience 
that grows the participants towards an appreciation 
of responsibility, self-reliance, emotional maturity 
and respectful relationships with themselves, their 
families and their community.

Week by week over four months we participate as a 
group in modeling and developing, skills, knowledge, 
respect, self-esteem and identity.

Program Topics

• What is anger?

• What is abuse?

• What responsibility do I take for my thoughts, 
feelings, and actions?

• Strategies and skills to deal with my emotions

• What I need to know about communication

• What I need to know about esteem, mine and 
others

• How has my Family of origin shaped me?

• Relationship issues with other people

• Substance and addiction issues

• Power, what is real power?

• Where am I going, goals and motivation?

• Where do I choose to be in this community?

FATHERS AND SONS CAMP
These camps are for fathers and sons who wish to 
deepen their relationship and understanding of men 
in community.

This is a 24hr, overnight cultural experience.  It 
is designed for male youth from 9 to 17 years 
accompanied by their fathers (and including 
mentors, stepfathers or any significant adult male 
in the youth’s life) who are reasonably fit, active, 
responsible and willing to be involved in adventure 
and personal inquiry.

The camp involves walks, sharing food, music and 
stories to create a culture that gives an opportunity 
for us to speak of our hopes and dreams.
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